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The area of the Kula Ring

Kiriwina Islands were 
formerly known
- as in this map -
by their colonial name
of Trobriand Islands



Kula canoe being pushed into the sea. Sometimes en expedition can sail 
more than 200 km, but Malinowski indicates that they not always reach 
ambitious destinations, but stop at nearer ones.



Large canoe on Kula expedition. While leaders give Kula gifts to partners, 
other members of the expedition will engage in ‘gimwali’ or barter 
exchanges of ordinary commodities.



Girls showing Kula

Being in possession of kula–even though it according to the tradition of 
course always is temporary–is a source of status and pride, which grows 
in relation to the histories attached to the specific item.



The person on the left wears a Kula necklace.



Beku stone is a valued present at weddings, a rare kind of stone that can be 
found on non-coral islands and is traded through the Kula system. Before 
the knowledge of iron (spread by colonialism?), acquiring these stones was 
important, and undoubtedly served as an impetus to launch Kula travel.



Doba, or dried banana leaves, are used as a type of ordinary transaction 
currency. Banana leaves are scratched on a wooden board. 50 leaves have a 
value of 5 kinas (the PNG currency) or 1 euro. We saw that in the New 
Britain province of PNG, shell money could be exchanged in banks, the 
mention of an exchange rate appears to indicate the same, although one 
wonders where the bank is. 



Little girl carrying doba.





Cricket was introduced in 1903 by missionaries. It is occasion for kind 
mocking remarks and challenges between villages. It is played with much 
whistle blowing, singing and dancing. The host team always wins and is obliged  
to hold a feast after the game.

Non-competitive sports



The teams, here women, playing a cricket match have no fixed numbers, 
only the numbers of the two sides must be the equal. The primary object 
is not to win but the game is seen primarily as a social occasion. It is not 
clear, though, how the game is manipulated so that the home team wins.



Young Kiriwina woman

When missionaries in the late nineteenth century came to the Kiriwina, they 
found a society with an attitude to sexuality, that were radically different from 
their own puritan society. Youth have free sexual relationships before marriage.



Dancers during village festival



Young woman being dressed up for a dance. 



"Bukumatula", or single room hut where teens come and make love. 
Young Kiriwinians might form preferred relationships, but are not allowed 
to eat together. If eating together, they will be considered married.



Tolobuwa, Kiriwina chief 

The sex act is ethics: joint active participation and equality in the union is 
the way of acts that continue until the satiety of both partners. Kiriwinians 
were horrified to see how the white men wallow themselves on the body 
of the women and crushed them.  The speed of the sex act of the white 
men make them pass for idiots or people without education, the white 
women are taken in pity, one feels sorry for them not to be able to know 
the pleasures which the Kiriwina women know extremely well.



Typical village scene

The society is matrilineal, and the brother of the mother is often as 
important a relationship as that of the father. Within kinship bonds, 
constant gifts of yam is circulating. 



Airphoto, showing the layout of a typical village



Sepik Coast council house

On the Sepik Coast, on the Northern side of PNG, a gift economy between 
distant partners also exists. In difference from the Kula Ring, objects don’t 
circle, but are exchanged between partners in long-lasting relationships that 
can continue through generations, when sons resume their fathers 
relationships. As in the case with the Kula Ring, the network of relationships 
works as a conflict mediator and peace keeper.



Our interest in the gift economy is not a 
purpose in itself, or looking for a new way of 
exchanging commodities.
It is a way to explore the meaning of human 
relationships, the meaning of sociality, and how 
it connects to the nature that sustains us.
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